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Item No: 05 
Application No.  
Site No. 

S.18/0275/REM 
PP-06721674 

Site Address  Parcel H1 - H4 Land West Of Stonehouse, Grove Lane, Westend, 
Stonehouse 
 

Town/Parish  Eastington Parish Council 
 

Grid Reference  378604,206340 
 

Application 
Type 

Reserved Matters Application  
 

Proposal  Reserved Matters for development comprising the erection of 138 
dwellings and associated landscaping, access and drainage infrastructure  
- Parcels H1-H4 (378604 - 206340) 
 

Recommendation  Approval 
Call in Request  As previously agreed by DCC 
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Details 

BDW Trading Ltd 
C/O Agent  

Agent’s Details  Pegasus Planning Group Ltd 
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First Floor, South Wing, Equinox North, Great Park Road, Almondsbury 
Bristol 
BS32 4QL 
 

Case Officer  John Longmuir 
 

Application 
Validated 

09.02.2018 

 CONSULTEES  
Comments  
Received  

Mr David Lesser 
Archaeology Dept (E) 
Development Coordination (E) 
Policy Implementation Officer (E) 
Environmental Health (E) 
Contaminated Land Officer (E) 
Mr B Frewin (South Cotswold) 
Eastington Parish Council 
Mr David Lesser 
Highways England 
 

Constraints  Article 4 Directive     
Consult area     
Neighbourhood Plan     
Eastington Parish Council     
Affecting a Public Right of Way     
SAC SPA 7700m buffer     
 

 OFFICER’S REPORT  
 
THE SITE  
The application site is at the western end of this new development. It takes in several land 
parcels north of the spine road. It borders Grove Lane and includes the northern entrance to 
the site. It also borders the lane between Westend and Nupend.  A SUDS pond to the north 
of the spine road is excluded as this is part of the infrastructure previously approved.  
 
S.18/0259/REM, for 270 dwellings, is also on this agenda, from Barratt Homes, which lies 
immediately to the south, the other side of the spine road.  Whilst they have been submitted 
separately the proposals have been considered together. Indeed plans show the collective 
layouts and network of green spaces.   
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THE PROPOSAL  
Detailed layout, elevational design and landscaping (including boundary treatments and hard 
surfacing) for 97 market houses and 41 affordable houses. The density is 38/ha (not 
including the open spaces).  
 
The “Design Evolution Document, 4th May, reflects the ongoing discussions about the 
northern boundary. It depicts the changes to the scheme over many months leading to the 
current proposal. 
 
PLANNING HISTORY  
S.14/0810/OUT. Mixed use development for up to 1,350 dwellings and 9.3 hectares of 
employment land, open space, school and other infrastructure.  Permitted 14-4-16.  
 
This was supported by an Environmental Statement. A statement of compliance for this 
reserved matters has been submitted. 
 
Condition 4   of the outline permission states 
Submissions for the approval of the reserved matters for any phase shall be in accordance 
with parameter plans (H.0324_08-2F, H.0324_08-3F, H.0324_08-4F and H.0324_08-5F), 
and be in general accordance with the approved indicative masterplan, reference H.0324_08-
1F, the Design and Access Statement (reference H.0324_27-1, dated March 2014) and 
Design Strategy Informative submitted to the Council in December 2015 and be supported by 
a design and landscape statement describing how the proposals for that phase contribute to 
the overall design vision as submitted as part of this outline application and objective for the 
development as described at paragraph 3.4 of the Design and Access Statement dated 
March 2014. 
 
S.16/1965/DISCON Approval of area Master plan for parcels H6 (Redrow) and H1 (part of 
this application). Permitted 19-12-16.  
 
Parameter plans show development along the edge of Westend/Nupend 
 
URS were appointed to advise on the potential housing sites being considered in the Local 
Plan process, which led to the allocation. Their conclusions in the July 2013 Landscape 
Sensitivity Appraisal were: 
 
Medium - Low Sensitivity 
Key characteristics & Justification: 
Gently undulating agricultural landscape consisting predominantly of larger pastoral fields 
which appear to have been consolidated within the north western extent of the PL with 
agricultural intensification; 
Bound to the south by the A419 and Stroudwater Business Park and to the East by the 
Bristol-Birmingham Railway Line; 
Agricultural context is eroded by the presence of road and rail corridors and large industrial 
scale buildings associated with the Business park within the southern and eastern extents of 
the site; 
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Generally, tree cover and tall hedgerows provide a degree of visual containment although 
there remains a strong visual connection with adjacent Business Park and residential edge of 
Stonehouse. Within most locations there is also a strong visual association with the elevated 
Cotswolds uplands to the east, particularly Doverow Hill. 
Hedgerows in some locations appear degraded and generally landscape elements are in 
moderate condition; 
Receptors primarily consist of users of the PRoWs, residents of adjacent farmsteads and 
users of local roads/M5 and rail corridor; 
Tranquillity heavily degraded by large industrial units, housing and the influence of road and 
railway infrastructure which is audible within most locations; 
Numerous PRoW suggest the agricultural landscape has amenity value. 
 
CONSULTATIONS 
Public objections: size of buffer inadequate, should include all of parcel H2, wildlife/ecology 
interest, loss of hedge, loss of trees. 
 
Eastington Parish Council: Reconsulted on amended plans. Comments awaited.  
 
County Highways: Formal response awaited but no objection expected. 
 
Arboricultural Officer: Conditions recommended. 
 
CONSIDERATIONS  
 
Relevant Polices 
 
Local Plan  
This was adopted in November 2015. The following are particular relevant policies. 
CP1 “Presumption in favour of sustainable development” 
CP2 “Strategic growth and development locations”.  
CP3 “Settlement hierarchy”. This identifies Hunts Grove as a second tier.  
CP4 “Place Making”. This highlights the need for quality urban design and includes 
objectives. 
CP5 “Environmental development principles for strategic sites”. Emphasises townscape, 
accessibility, sustainability credentials. 
SO1: “Accessible communities”: requires affordable housing provision, healthcare, social 
/leisure/recreational opportunities and youth/adult learning.     
CP7 “Lifetime communities”:  Highlights the needs of an ageing population, as well as 
children and families as those with special needs. 
CP8 “New housing development”. This requires appropriate density, accessibility by bus, 
cycling and walking, layout including access and parking appropriate to the site and the 
surroundings. 
CP9 “Affordable housing”, requires 30% where viable.  The Policy states the Council will 
negotiate the tenure, size and type of affordable units on a site by site basis having regard to 
housing needs, site specifics and other factors. 
EI 16 “Provision of public transport facilities”.  Layouts should promote bus use and provision 
of associated facilities. 
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SO5 “Climate change and environmental limits”. This promotes sustainability. 
CP14 “High Quality Sustainable Development”. This promotes SUDS, use of site 
opportunities, protection of biodiversity  and avoidance of pollution. 
ES1 “Sustainable Construction and Design”. This encourages energy efficiency, waste 
minimisation and conserving water resources.       
ES3 “Maintaining quality of life within our Environmental Limits”. Development should not 
impair health and amenity, create flooding, jeopardise highway safety. 
ES4 “Water resources, quality and flood risk”. This provides ecological flood storage, respect 
for watercourse corridors and use of SUDS. 
ES5 “Air Quality”. This protects amenity through highway management, site layout and tree 
planting.  
ES6 “Providing for biodiversity and geodiversity”. This highlights the needs of protected 
species and their habitat, SSSI and key wildlife sites. It also promotes biodiversity.   
ES7 “Landscape Character”.  This highlights the AONB and its setting, as well as other 
landscape types. Materials, scale and use need to be sympathetic. Natural features such as 
trees, hedgerows, water courses should be retained. 
ES8 “Trees, hedgerows and woodlands”. Development should not jeopardise protected trees 
or hedgerows. 
ES10 “Valuing our historic environment and assets”. This protects heritage assets including 
archaeology as well as their settings. 
ES12. “Better Design of Places”. This looks at the various components of quality design. 
ES14 “Provision of semi-natural and natural green space within new residential 
development”. Development should provide at least 2ha of accessible natural green space 
per 1,000 population. No person should be more than 300m away from a natural green 
space. 
ES15 “Provision of outdoor play space”.  2.4ha is required per 1000 population. 
 
NPPF 
Whilst much of the document is relevant, the following paragraphs are particularly so: 
14. Presumption in favour of sustainable development. 
17. Plan led system. Support economic development, high quality design, flood risk, ecology 
landscape, promotion of walking, cycling and health.   
29-38. Promotion of sustainable transport. Reduce the need to travel. Promotion of walking, 
cycling. Use of Travel Plans. Consider location of homes/jobs/facilities. Layout to avoid 
conflict with non car users. 
47 Promotion of supply of housing. 5 year supply of deliverable sites +5% buffer. 
49 Housing policies are out of date in absence of 5 year supply.   
50 Wide choice of quality homes by size, tenure, type, including affordable, mixed 
communities. 
52 Large sites, new settlements, can effectively deliver the supply of houses.   
56-64. Design: Great importance, key aspect of sustainable development, inclusive design, 
need for a sense of place, respond to local character, accessible and safe environments, 
good architecture required and appropriate landscaping, use of design codes, reinforce local 
distinctiveness, integration with natural environment.   There is scope for innovation. 
69-75 Promotion of health and social well being, inclusive communities, create opportunities 
for social contact, need for safe and accessible environments, high quality public space, 
pedestrian environments, active street frontages, provision of shared space, provision of local 
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shops, sports facilities, pubs, local schools, need for choice of school places,  integration 
between location of housing, economic uses and community facilities/services. “High quality 
open spaces...... can make an important contribution to the health and well being of the 
community”. 
93-96 Planning can reduce CO2, promotion of energy efficiency, locate development to 
reduce travel. 
99-104 New development should respect risks of climate change, avoidance of areas of 
flooding, use of sequential flood risk,  seek opportunities to do preventive flood works, 
development should avoid causing problems elsewhere, locate development in low risk 
areas, use of risk assessments to analyse potential problems. 
109-118. Protection for valued landscape and soil, wide benefits of ecosystems, promote 
biodiversity , avoid noise, water or air pollution, consider the quality of agricultural land, 
respect for wildlife  designations,   creation of green infrastructure, great weight given to the 
AONB, biodiversity planning at large scale, use of wildlife corridor and stepping stones, 
priority habitat protections, consider mitigation of wildlife impact, consider impact on nearby 
SSSIs, consider importance of ancient woodland or other important habitat. 
126-132 Highlight the importance of heritage assets.  
135 Respect for non designated heritage assets. 
In March 2018 the Government published draft changes to the NPPF. These place particular 
emphasis on housing delivery. 
 
The Eastington Parish NDP  
This was adopted on 27th October. This highlights the importance of the landscape around 
the hamlets and the footpaths/bridleways.   The most specific comments at the West of 
Stonehouse site are below.   
 
8:1:9 The Local Planning Authority has undertaken to protect the ancient settlements of 
Nastend and Nupend with Local Plan Policy SA2 with the inclusion of a “strategic 
landscaping buffer” to retain the unique character and setting of these two hamlets to prevent 
coalescence with the WoS settlement. 
 
8:1:10 The objective of the planning application is to deliver “a series of interlinked 
neighbourhoods providing housing, employment, social and recreational needs within an 
extensive landscaped framework. Green infrastructure physically separates and provides the 
setting for each neighbourhood, whilst preserving the setting of the existing communities, 
listed buildings and the network of green lanes”. 
 
IMPACT ON THE SURROUNDINGS 
The development has several external sides and interfaces. “Buffer zones” are envisaged to 
limit such impacts.    
 
“Buffer zones”  
The Master Plan shows “buffer zones” along the edge of Grove Lane and the connecting lane 
with Nupend. 
 
Local Plan Policy SA2 seeks “structural landscaped buffer around Nastend and the east of 
Nupend, incorporating existing hedgerows and trees”.   
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The lower case wording in paragraph  3.26 is helpful: .“The visual setting of Nastend Farm as 
generally experienced from Nastend Lane will be preserved and structural planting to the 
east of Nupend will maintain the separate character of these character areas”. This indicates 
the purpose of the buffer, but what does it mean in detail?  
 
A buffer zone is not quantified in the lower case of Policy SA2. The Policy HC1 does offer 
some guidance “on edge of settlement sites, the proposal would not appear as an intrusion 
into the countryside and would retain a sense of transition between the open countryside and 
the settlement core.”  The lower case wording refers to the need to prevent the uncontrolled 
expansion of settlements and potential coalescence.   
 
Policy CP14: High quality sustainable development applies to all developments. This states: 
contribute to a sense of place both in the buildings and spaces themselves and in the way 
which they integrate with their surroundings including appropriate landscaping, biodiversity 
enhancement, open space and amenity space. 
 
Paragraph 58 of the NPPF refers to the: ”need to respond to local character and history and 
reflect the identity of local surroundings”. 
 
The 2000 Stroud Landscape Assessment shows the site is within “The Rolling Agricultural 
Plain”.  This does explain the strong pattern of settlement, lanes and field enclosure. It 
suggests:  a “distinctive type of settlement composed mainly of small villages and hamlets of 
medieval origin”.  
 
Eastington NDP does look at local character. It also acknowledges the West of Stonehouse 
development.  
 
The specific reference to this buffer issue is in paragraphs 8.1.9 and 8.10: 
The local planning authority has undertaken to protect the ancient settlements of Nastend 
and Nupend with Local Plan Policy SA2 with the inclusion of a “strategic landscaping buffer” 
to retain the unique character and setting of these two hamlets to prevent coalescence with 
the WoS settlement. 
 
The objective of the planning application is to deliver “a series of interlinked neighbourhoods 
providing housing, employment, social and recreational needs within an extensive 
landscaped framework. Green infrastructure physically separates and provides the setting for 
each neighbourhood, whilst preserving the setting of the existing communities, listed 
buildings and the network of green lanes”. 
 
Officers consider that the buffers are clearly not aimed at residential amenity.  A buffer zone 
here is considered desirable to maintain the separate character of hamlets. The hamlet 
should not appear as being enclosed by a larger development when viewed from public 
vantage points.     
 
The size of that buffer area is also open to interpretation. Much will depend upon variables 
including topography, public access, existing vegetation, and landscape type. The hamlets 
form and nature are also influences.  A high wold hamlet is traditionally tightly knit and 
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enclosed due to microclimate and water supply. A Severn Vale hamlet is more dispersed 
around agricultural opportunities and springs.  In any event both these settlement types may 
be blurred from development from Victorian times and thereafter.    
 
Consequently a buffer for a vale location should not be expected to be giving a hard edge but 
showing a blurring of the buildings amongst green spaces.  
 
The Design Evolution Document, 4th May, shows how this proposal and the buffer have 
changed during the course of the application.     
 
Impact of the proposal can considered specifically at its various public viewpoints.  Scaled 
cross sections through various points of the north and west have been provided, which show 
the relationship with the adjacent roads. 
 
The impact on Grove Lane 
The design concept has not been to “address” the road, which would have involved houses 
sited parallel and prominent on to the road, with fenestration and detailing facing the road 
and transparent boundaries.  Instead the design concept is the opposite; to limit the presence 
of buildings from viewpoints along this well used road and create an informal building line.   
 
The existing boundary hedge is being largely retained except for a gap to allow an access. 
The hedge needs to be reinforced by additional hedging plants and an informal scattering of 
new trees. The new houses would slightly set back. They do not attempt to overlook the lane, 
rather are more inward orientation.   
 
The dwellings would be two storey height here. This is low density, which means the building 
line is fragmented with gaps between the houses.  
 
The northern western corner of the site is the closest to Westend and is the first visible part of 
the site from Whitminster. 
  
There is a field and coppice which provides separation from Westend and the application site 
boundary. This degree of separation is further helped by a dedicated area of new tree 
planting at least 10m wide. Rear gardens provide further separation before the start of 
buildings which are gabled end on to the road.   
 
There are no outward distant views from this area. If there were outward views prejudiced, 
then any impact would be significant.   
 
Impact on road leading to/from Nupend after Westend 
What is the character of the existing road between The Old Chapel and Sunnycroft? It has a 
discernible rurality as there is only one house, Rose Cottage, on the north side.  The road 
gently curves for 190m and is sunken whereby hedges and trees predominate. There are 
very few outward views and it feels enclosed, particularly at summer.   
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The proposal places four houses scattered informally towards the northern boundary of the 
application site.  There are gaps between these dwellings particularly towards the Nupend 
hamlet.   
 
These dwellings are set back from the road, at varying widths reflecting an informal vale 
pattern.   
 
The roofs would be sloping away from the Westend Road, except one narrow gable which is 
end on.   
 
Between the road and the new houses would be an intensively planted belt of trees along the 
length of the northern frontage of the site from Grove Lane up to Sunnycroft, broken only by 
the existing footpath. The tree belt would have varying heights and species including Scots 
Pine to give more winter foliage.  Typically this belt of tree averages 20 metres wide, which 
will give a good depth of trees. Planting is staggered for effect.    This planting is in dedicated 
open space rather than domestic curtilage which gives   the best opportunity for the trees to 
flourish rather than suffering from the pressures of home owners.   
 
What would be seen from the road? Three houses are set back from the road and their 
curtilages are very modest, and screened by dark fencing and hedges. 
 
The road is typically 0.5 to 7.5m lower than the surrounding site, and the new houses would 
be broadly set at this existing level. The road has an existing hedgerow which would be 
retained and maintained.  
 
There is reasonable separation but the new tree planting will be important too. In the short 
term the roofs of three of the dwellings are likely to be visible. Once this planting reaches 
semi- maturity then there is likely to be only glimpses at a couple of points, and unobtrusive 
bearing in mind the subdued grey colour of the roofs. 
    
What is the significance of this impact?  The perception of a couple of houses will not indicate 
the presence of an extensive housing development.  Rather the occasional glimpse of a 
couple of roofs are common features in loosely knit vale hamlets.   
 
A fourth, slightly isolated new house, is approximately 30m away from the Chapel. In 
between is approximately 10m of garden with the rest dedicated tree planting. This should 
provide a discernible break, particularly from public viewpoints. 
       
There is more impact on views from well used the footpaths/bridleway within the site. One 
runs along the north western quarter of the application site.  There is some landscaping along 
parts of the route which offers some breathing space.  A row of tulip trees is also proposed 
which offer some distinctive, more formal species, to contrast with the more informal trees 
along the boundary. 
 
The presence of houses would also be perceptible from the north-south bridleway/footpath 
but that is within the site. 
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The resulting views from these footpaths are inevitable with the allocated and permitted 
development.  Such views go with the extent of development. Having said that the route and 
juxtaposition of the houses has softened the impact of the outward views.     
  
North Eastern corner  
The Westend-Nupend road leads to a large dwelling known as Sunnycroft, which marks the 
north east corner of the site at the start of the Nupend hamlet.    
 
The proposal shows an area of nearly 90m length of dedicated tree planting. This effectively 
segregates the new three houses from Sunnycroft/ Nupend.  Such separation would be 
evident from the Westend- Nupend road particularly as the land rises. The tree planting 
would also be a feature within the site itself.  
 
Just after Sunnycroft, Nupend Farm sprawls extensively to the south. This does not feature 
much from the Westend-Nupend road until one is actually within Nupend. It is therefore fairly 
inconsequential in terms of the proposal and its impact on inward views.    
 
Impact from the site entrance at Grove Lane 
This application site also forms the northern side of the entrance way to the West of 
Stonehouse development.  The southern side is formed by the recently permitted scheme for 
Redrow. This shows a continuous building line leading the eye into the development, with car 
parking to the rear, to allow the buildings to predominate.    
 
This application mirrors the concept.  The building line is strong, set behind a grass verge 
with four silver birch trees, with parking to the rear.  The shape and form works well with the 
newly formed road junction. 
 
Conclusion on inward public views  
The Local Plan advocates a buffer zone and this is stressed in the NDP above. The master 
plan annotates a “strategic buffer” stretching between Grove Road to Sunnyside, essentially 
the northern extent of this application site. The purpose of the “strategic buffer” is to 
segregate hamlets.  But from where?  
 
The answer must be firstly being from public views. Secondly it must be from outside the site 
because inward views from the site itself are in a context of a new development. Both these 
aspects are reflected in the graphics of the approved master plan. This shows a buffer along 
the edge of application site and in particular the Westend-Nupend road, but immediately 
adjacent to the road development is annotated, not any open space.       
 
The outline permission has a condition (4) which requires that the reserved matters are in 
accordance with the submitted plans. These include a master plan and green infrastructure 
plan. Neither shows any green open space along the Westend-Nupend road, but 
development along is shown up to the road.  
      
The reserved matters proposal does place a belt of tree planting along the line of the 
annotated buffer in the master plan. The largely enclosed, vegetated character of the 
Westend-Nupend road would be maintained once planting has had several seasons to 
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establish.  From this aspect the settlements would indeed appear to be segregated.  This is 
surely the intention of the buffer zone. 
  
The Grove Road frontage was not designated as a “strategic buffer”.  However the hedge will 
be retained and an informal juxtaposition of housing helps reduce the prominence of the new 
development.  
 
Overall the scheme shows soft edges. Building lines are loosely knit and informal. Density is 
low at the edges.  Development backs away from these viewpoints, rather than addressing 
them.  Landscaping is substantial at these edges. The development does not obstruct any 
notable views. 
 
In Landscape Impact Analysis, the sensitivity of the landscape is pivotal to its impact. The 
Council’s consultants in July 2013 concluded that the site is low/medium sensitivity. This 
suggests that the site can accommodate development with only limited impact and hence led 
to the allocation. The landscape impact of this proposal is limited because of the relatively 
low sensitivity of the site.   Indeed higher landscape sensitivity would have demanded a more 
substantial buffer and in all likelyhood a different shape to the allocated site.   
       
Accordingly the proposal is felt to meet   the criteria of policy SA2.  
 
Green infrastructure 
The buffer area contributes to the network of open spaces around the development. These 
help the movement of wildlife, linking to the countryside beyond. It also provides opportunities 
for residents to engage in informal recreation and move around the development by 
sustainable means whether for social, recreational or simply everyday travel purposes.   The 
open spaces contribute greatly to the character of the settlement, providing focal points, 
identity and a sense of place. This is particularly important to offset the impact of inevitably 
some standardisation of house types. 
 
This proposal does place houses in the position of a mature hedge.  This has enabled the 
increase to the buffer area around the lane leading to Nastend.  However this hedge has 
ecological value due to its maturity.  However it would be very hard to successfully integrate 
into a scheme. It would only continue to function so effectively  if it was within part of an open 
space and not forming a domestic boundary. Such an approach would need extensive space, 
which would substantially reduce the extent of development. Moreover this approach is not 
depicted in the approved master plan or green infrastructure parameters plan. 
 
Elsewhere two open areas will be formed around existing mature trees.  These give space for 
the trees to continue to flourish but also give them the opportunity to stand out as landmarks. 
A green corridor links these two spaces to the northern buffer area, with a footpath 
connection.  
 
Around the eastern edge of the application site is another corridor of vegetation and green 
space.   
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Along the spine road will be an avenue of trees in a dedicated verge, which should be a 
distinctive feature in the heart of development. 
  
Another north –south green corridor is along an existing bridleway. The hedgerow trees and 
shrubs will be retained (and maintained). An adjacent SUDS pond and play area provide 
further open space. 
   
A fourth north-south element of green infrastructure is the existing hedgerow along Grove 
Lane.  This is being retained and is sufficiently distanced from houses to flourish.   
 
The open spaces must be maintained appropriately. Much of the landscaping is outside 
domestic curtilages and a management company is envisaged which should pick up all areas 
including some small pockets. The submission of a management plan can be conditioned. 
 
The buffer area shows a variety of planting, typically “field” trees including hornbeam, field 
maple and birch. An understorey level is also proposed again typically indigenous.  
 
ANOB 
The site will be visible from elevated viewpoints on the edge of the AONB including Doverow 
Hill and Standish Woods. The Stonehouse Design Statement makes reference to the 
importance of such views. 
 
The application is towards the far end of this new development. There will be intervening 
houses and employment buildings which will be far more conspicuous.  Nonetheless there is 
a variety of rooflines, interspersed by landscaping and open spaces so that the elevated 
views will not be harsh.      
 
Elevational Design  
The residential development generally takes the form of a series of cul-de-sacs, typically not 
much longer than 100m. This avoids an overwhelming expanse of development and provides 
some identity as the cul-de-sacs link to open spaces.    
 
The cul-de-sacs are served by a road which has a pronounced right angle, which follows the 
open space and terminates into a cul-de-sac.  This shape of the road and the open space will 
offer a series of views and changing aspects to avoid monotony and domination that could 
otherwise result.  
 
Generally the houses are two storey, except for a small scattering within the centre of the 
site. This predominance of low height gives a rural character, envisaged in this part of the 
wider development.    
 
The elevations show simple, unfussy workings of the vernacular. Window/wall ratio, 
proportions and form have been considered. Appropriately designed cills and headers give 
the windows subtle emphasis. Grey coloured windows would be used on the spine road to 
give some subtle variety. Doors (and their canopies above) again are simple in a variety of 
colours - stone grey, reed green and black. Garages doors are similar. White has purposely 
been avoided, which can look stark and eye caching.  
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Materials too would be simple, using several subtly different shades of rustic multi stock 
bricks and grey roofs.  
 
Local Plan Policy ES1 requires proposals to be of sustainable construction and design.  
Aside from the open space, surface water is treated sustainably and the houses themselves 
would use uprated insulation.  
 
Heritage impact 
The nearest listed buildings are The Grange to south, at Westend to the north and at Nupend 
to the north east. Historic England have a helpful practice note on the impact of settings. 
 
These historic assets do not have a direct or overly historical/cultural   association to the site 
and similarly they are so distanced that their visual setting will not be prejudiced.  
 
There are no significant non designated assets which would be harmed.   
 
The archaeology was considered at the outline stage and does not warrant further research.   
 
The Industrial Heritage Conservation Area lies to the south. But again this is so distanced to 
avoid any significant impact.  
 
Residential amenity 
Due to the sensitive treatment of the site’s boundaries, the development will not significantly 
impair privacy or daylighting of existing dwellings. Similarly shadowing and overbearing 
problems are avoided.  
 
The new dwellings have been sited to avoid shadowing and overbearing implications. Privacy 
is reasonable.  Each new dwelling would have its own garden and there is generally good 
access to larger public open spaces. 
    
Affordable housing delivery 
In accordance with the Section 106 agreement on the outline permission this application 
would deliver 41 houses in a mix of size and tenure.  Such numbers are an important 
consideration emphasised by the impetus of the draft revisions to the NPPF.   The Eastington 
NDP at paragraph 3.0.6 acknowledges the importance of affordable housing here. 
  
These dwellings are distributed throughout this large application site to comply with the 
Council’s SPG. 
 
The house designs are not discernible as “affordable”.   
 
Surface water 
The outline permission and area master plan provide a large SUDS facility at the lowest of 
this part of the development.  The run off would be channelled into this lagoon. It has good 
capacity. It does not form part of this application so its detailing is dealt with elsewhere.    
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Highways and pedestrian movement 
The application site would be served by two access points serving different areas.  One is off 
Grove Road which was shown on the outline consent. This has good visibility and is 
sufficiently distanced from the main site access to avoid conflict.  The other access is off the 
main spine road. Again this was in the outline permission. It has good visibility, in a section of 
relatively low traffic speed.    
 
The layout shows adequate turning, manoeuvring points to ensure a workable scheme.  
 
Parking provision averages 2/ dwelling surpassing the Council’s standards, with 32 visitor 
spaces distributed across the development. 
 
The layout shows as much shared surfacing as possible, based on the residential cul-de-
sacs. These would be surfaced in block paving to convey their purpose. Speed humps may 
also be helpful.    
   
There is an existing bridleway running north-south along the site. This is being maintained as 
existing. A footpath runs across the northwest of the site. This does cross the access road at 
two points but does so at points of low traffic speed, perceptibly in residential zones.  
 
The proposal, together with the accompanying one by Barratts, strives to provide a public 
footpath network across the wider site. This proposal tallies with that of the Redrow.  Desire 
lines, overlooking and the pedestrian environment have all been considered. It is hoped such 
an approach will promote health, social mixing and sustainable access to facilities. 
 
Discussions have been ongoing about dedicated cycle provision. A route is being finalised 
avoiding the spine road but providing linkage to the facilities in the centre and across the 
eastern side of the wider development.      
 
Ecology 
This was considered at the outline stage. The site itself was not found to have/serve any 
notable species or habitat. This proposal does involve the loss of a mature hedge which has 
some habitat value. However this has been necessary to increase the buffer area around the 
edge of the site, in particular the lane leading to Nastend. The buffer areas and other areas of 
landscaping feature favourable planting to a range of species. Also the open spaces and 
landscaping have been arranged to allow movement of wildlife across the wider site.      
  
Housing delivery 
In accordance with the Section 106 agreement on the outline permission this application 
would deliver 41 affordable houses in a mix of size and tenure.  Such numbers are an 
important consideration emphasised by the impetus of the draft revisions to the NPPF.   The 
Eastington NDP at paragraph 3.0.6 acknowledges the importance of affordable housing here.  
 
These dwellings are distributed throughout this large application site to comply with the 
Council’s SPG. 
 
The house designs are not discernible as “affordable”.   
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The West of Stonehouse site is by far the largest allocation under Local Plan Policy CP2.  Its 
speedy build rate is critical to the Council’s 5 year housing supply. Implementation of this and 
the other accompanying reserved matters   are important to achieve projected build rates.  
 
OVERALL CONCLUSION 
The buffer areas have been  the subject of much concern.  Local Plan Policy SA2 highlights 
their role and also mentions the need for Green Infrastructure.  The NDP also stresses their 
importance. This northern boundary is the most critical buffer zone in the whole West of 
Stonehouse development.   
 
The buffer is sufficient to give separation between hamlets from the main public vantage 
points along Westend-Nupend road.  The hamlets will  not appear to be overpowered by 
expansive development.    
 
The development towards Grove Lane would be low key. The site entrance mirrors the 
concepts of the Redrow scheme. The spine road would feature an avenue of trees to good 
effect.  Several spaces around mature trees will be a welcome feature. They also allow a new 
footpath connection, adding to the existing routes which would be maintained.    
 
The Councils own landscape consultants in July 2013 rated this site as low/medium 
sensitivity. This means that the site can absorb the scale and extent of development with only 
limited impact. Anything more would have led to a different, reduced, allocated site boundary 
in the Local Plan.    
 
The loss of the hedge is regrettable however this has been necessary to maximise the buffer 
to the north. This was shown in the master plan within a residential development. Therefore 
its context and value would have been limited (and undoubtedly undermined) if sandwiched 
between back gardens. 
 
The buffers and other open spaces present a new opportunity for green infrastructure which 
will fit around the pressures and needs of the new housing.  The development and green 
spaces integrate well with the rest of the wider development as shown on the submitted 
composite site layout.  
 
Approval is recommended. Conditions will follow on late pages, including the following: 
ecology, landscape implementation and management, tree protection, highways.  
 
Human rights 
In compiling this recommendation we have given full consideration to all aspects of the 
Human Rights Act 1998 in relation to the applicant and/or the occupiers of any neighbouring 
or affected properties.  In particular regard has been had to Article 8 of the ECHR (Right to 
Respect for private and family life) and the requirement to ensure that any interference with 
the right in this Article is both permissible and proportionate. On analysing the issues raised 
by the application no particular matters, other than those referred to in this report, warranted 
any different action to that recommended. 
 


